E-Mail 1

Subject:

They Have Been Lying to Us!

For years we have been told that the money is in the list or that traffic was king!
But that was only half the story!
The fact is, the single most important factor when it comes to online sales is how many of our
visitors and readers we can convert into buying customers!
Let’s face it. Traffic is nothing unless we can convert it into opt-in’s or sales! We can have all the
traffic in the world but if we cannot convert all of those people into buying customers, our
business will fail!
Covert Conversion Maximizer gives you over 120 easy to do changes to your sales copy and
website designed to improve conversions and increase sales!
These are 100% legal and white hat things anyone can easily do to increase sales and generate
more profits and income.
Just click on the link below to check out this amazing resource and get started on the road to
financial success and increased sales!

E-Mail 2

Subject: Want More Sales Without Getting More Traffic?

It’s the internet dream. Making more sales without having to worry about driving more traffic!
Creating more paying customers without having to buy more traffic.
Being able to convert more visitors into buying customers without breaking the bank or paying
professionals to improve your sales copy or website.
But unlike some other dreams, this one can come true!
Covert Conversion Maximizer gives you over 120 easy to implement tips and suggestions
designed with just one thing in mind.
That is to convert more of your current visitors into cash paying customers. People that are
ready and willing to buy your products, subscribe to your lists or click on your links!
These easy to do suggestions and tips require no special skills or education! Anyone can do
these things and anyone can learn how to convert more visitors into buyers.
And this can be done fast as well! You can get results as soon as the same day in some cases!
To check out Covert Conversion Maximizer and see what it can do for your business, just click
on the link below. Your business and wallet will be glad you did!

E-Mail 3

Subject:

Double your Sales Without Doubling Your Traffic?

Imagine being able to double your sales without having to double your traffic. Imagine how to
double your sales without increasing your traffic budget!
Well, this is more than possible because studies have shown that simple changes to your sales
copy and website can increase your conversion rate up to 2.5X what you are seeing now.
That’s up to a 250% increase in sales!
Just from a few simple changes that can make the world of difference in how people see your
website and view your products!

We even show you one simple change you can make to a call to action button that can increase
sales all by itself. This change can be easily done and can show benefits almost immediately!
Covert Conversion Maximizer will show you over 120 tips and suggestions all designed with
just one thing in mind. That one thing is to increase conversions and bring in more sales without
needing more traffic!
It’s an internet business dream come true.
Oh, and we should mention that all of these ideas and tips are 100% legal, ethical and moral.
No black hat stuff here! Just easy to implement changes designed to improve conversions and
increase profits!
To see what Covert Conversion Maximizer can do for you and your business, just click on the
link below. Your business might never be the same again!

E-Mail 4

Subject:

Men, Try this Different Kind of “Maximizer”!

If you own an online business, or if you are an internet marketer of any kind, we have great
news for you!
There is a new book just released called Covert Conversion Maximizer that shows you over 120
easy, yet extremely effective, ways to boost conversions of your sales copy and website.
Simple changes you can easily make that will give you results very quickly and boost your sales
and conversions! Changes that will give you more sales without having to drive more traffic!
It’s the internet dream! More sales without needing more traffic!
More sales without needing more advertising!
More sales without more expense!
You owe it to yourself, and your business, to check out what Covert Conversion Maximizer can
do for you. You might never look at your website the same way again!
To check out Covert Conversion Maximizer, just click on the link below. You are just one click
away from more sales and higher profits!

